
For most people, SKY is the 
limit, for us at Jet Bee Czech, 
SKY is the starting point!



Welcome to the world of Jet Bee Czech. We are 
a dynamically and rapidly growing company on 
European market that consists of passionate and 
dedicated aviation industry experts.
 
We effectively operate in a wide range of aviation 
services -commercial air charter operations, 
dispatching and flight planning support, CAMO and 
aircraft maintenance, aircraft management and 
overall cost effectiveness of aircraft operations.

Thanks to this spectrum of services we can offer 
flexible and cost-effective solutions for overall aircraft 
operation and management and maintenance.
 
For most people, SKY is the limit, for us at Jet Bee 
Czech, SKY is the starting point!

 
Jakub Marek

Chief Executive Officer of Jet Bee Czech s.r.o.
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COMPANY
Safety, comfort, luxury. 

Guaranntee of privacy and reliability.



The company was founded in late 2015  for the purpose 
of operating private flights for its owners within the region 
 of Europe with one privately  owned Beechjet 400A.
  
It soon became clear that the “hunger” for this type of an 
aircraft on current aviation market is more than huge, 
so JetBee has decided to extend their fleet with another 
Beechjet 400A.
Incidentally, JetBee managed to purchase this aircraft 
together with a company based in Zurich, Switzerland 
and at that point JetBee didn’t only gain another aircraft 
to its fleet, but also gained a new sister company, “JetBee 
Swiss,” with this purchase.

In the middle of 2016, this new “JetBee Team” decided 
to expand a little bit more and decided to purchase 
another company together with the aircraft. Thanks to 
this purchase, “JetBee Team” not only grew by another 
territory (Czech Republic) but also gained a new type of 
aircraft to its fleet, “King Air C90,” and also received a 
full commercial air operator certificate (AOC) in Czech 
Republic.

When the “JetBee Team” with bases in Bratislava – 
Slovakia, Zurich – Switzerland and Prague – Czech 
Republic grew, it was obvious that the number of people 
looking after these operations would grow rapidly too.

Currently JetBee Team employs:
16 professional pilots from 4 countries
4 specialized technicians
17 Aviation experts 
(Flight planners, ground and ops managers, 
economists and IT specialists)
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In the year 2017, the companies needed to become fully 
self-sustained with no need to outsource any operational 
activities from anybody else. Decision was made to establish 
our own dispatch and flight planning department, to build 
up our own maintenance facility and gain all necessary 
approvals to be able to maintain our own fleet with the 
highest standards required by company policy.

At the end of the year 2017, JetBee was contacted to make 
a purchase of yet another Beechjet 400A.
This aircraft was purchased with the intention of being 
operated under the license of JetBee.

Currently, the JetBee Team operates 3 Beechjets 400A 
with registrations OK-BEE, OK-BII and OK-ZUB and King 
Air C90 with registration OK-PRG out of bases in Bratislava 
– Slovakia, Zürich – Switzerland, Prague – Czech Republic 
and newly Norwich – England.

The question is what will happen in 2018?
We can’t say much right now but we know that JetBee Team
has decided to expand their reach even further and will definitely
expand globally in 2018.
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VÁCLAV HAVEL AIRPORT PRAGUE
LKPR

M. R. ŠTEFÁNIK AIRPORT
BRATISLAVA

LZIB

MAIN OFFICE
ŘÍČANY

LOCATIONS
Our airplanes feature a sufficient range of 3 135 km, 
making your flight as comfortable as it can get. Moscow, 
Cairo, Tunis, Lisbon, Paris and plenty of other cities are 
all within reach with our aircraft. Alongside our primary 
airports in Bratislava (SK), Prague (CZ), Norwich (GBR) 
and Zürich (CH) you are more than welcome to pick any 
European airport of departure. The choice is up to you! 

LZIB – Base station of OK-PRG and OK-ZUB,
             Jet Bee service center
EGSH – Base station of OK-BEE
LZSH – Base station of OK-BII
LKPR – Flight Planning and OCC Office
MAIN OFFICE – Management and IT department Office 

ZÜRICH 
AIRPORT

LZSH

NORWICH 
AIRPORT

EGSH
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OUR FLEET:
HAWKER BEECHJET
400A



Max 8 passengers (seats 2 + 7 + 1)
Max range 1300NM
Cruise speed 430 knots
Year of make BEE, BII: 2004 (ZUB 2008, ref. oct 2016)
Refurbished dec 2015

AirShow
Enclosed lavatory
Leather seats
Freon air conditioning
Power outlet
Coffee pot
Open bar
Pets allowed
Flight attendant on request

HAWKER 
BEECHJET 400A

HAWKER
BEECHJET
400A

Whether you have an important business meeting to 
attend, a long-planned shopping spree in a distant 
city, or an exotic vacation waiting for you, nothing 
is impossible with the Hawker Beechjet 400A. 
Its unprecedented comfort and safety are highly 
appreciated by those whose time is too precious to 
waste on layovers and sitting around in airport lounges, 
common when traveling with more ordinary airlines. 
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Max 6 passengers (seats 2 + 5 + 1)
Max range 1200NM
Cruise speed 210 knots
Year of make 1999
Refurbished oct 2014

Enclosed lavatory
Leather seats
Freon air conditioning
Power outlet
230V outlet
Coffee pot
Open bar
Pets allowed
Flight attendant on request

KING AIR C90A

KING AIR
C90A

Ideal for fast and comfortable transportation for 
business and leisure. Lower running costs and same 
comfort as for jet-powered airplanes. The possibility of 
using even smaller regional airports much closer to the 
desired destination. Take-off and landing is possible on 
shorter runways. We are also able to deliver your cargo 
on short notice.
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SERVICES
Do not let anything to limit yourself and set off to travel in 
peace, without stress. Not only at destinations where it’s far 
away, and the railway is lengthy, it is confirmed that growing 
private aviation has its place. 
“The combination of speed, competitive rates and high travel 

comfort for our clients and the attractive combination of 

commercial and private flights.”
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5. LAND ALMOST ANYWHERE
Smaller private aircraft can land at ten times higher than 
the number of airports that of large civil aircraft on regular 
flights. Through the use of smaller regional airports to 
ensure you much closer to landing your home or place of 
your business meetings.

6. HAVE YOUR LUGGAGE ALWAYS UNDE  YOUR CONTROL
With Jet Bee your luggage will be loaded at the time of 
your boarding before your eyes. Delay or loss of your 
luggage is excluded.

7. USE ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY AIRPLANES
The average age of the transport aircraft on routes line 
is more than 25 years. Airplanes for private aviation are 
significantly younger and less environmentally demanding.

8. ENJOY UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE
If you desire, we will give you unique opportunity to fly 
a plane on your vacation. Next to our instructors you 
begin your incredible vacation experience that you will 
never forget.

AIR TAXI

Why fly with Jet Bee?
1. SHORTEN YOUR FLIGHT
  TIME BY UP TO 53%
With Jet Bee you can avoid waiting 
in airport terminals.  Eliminate lengthy
clearance  and risk of delay
of regular flight.

2. ENJOY LUXURY OF OUR AIRCRAFTS
Beyond mere transportation Jet Bee Aviation offers many 
experiences. Comfortable and representative private aircraft 
cabins are suitable for your business meeting or for organizing 
unforgettable romantic dinner directly during flight. And  If you 
for example wish to organize a wedding in the clouds, we are 
prepared to provide such a flight.

3. FLY WITHOUT TRANSFERS OR WAITING AT AIRPORTS
Private aerotaxi straight flight without transfers can shorten 
your journey by up to 3.5 hours.

4. CHOSE THE TIME OF YOUR FLIGHT
Comfort travel built around your time schedule. With Jet Bee - 
flights are completely customized to your program so that your 
path and the cost of it to be effective. Eliminating unnecessary 
overnight stays, lengthy commuting and transportation from 
major international airports and the possibility of canceling the 
regular flight.

“Your satisfied journey is our goal”
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OUR RANGE
OF SERVICES
Aircraft operator charter
Operator of cargo, commercial, ambulance and diplomatic flights
Aircraft maintenance for Beechjet 400A
Aircraft cost efficiency management 
Aircraft purchase organizer 
Aircraft accountancy and cash flow management
CAMO and aircraft technical advisory
Flight planning and operation cost efficiency advisor 
Aviation IT advisor 



In order to qualify for this program, 
you will have to do the following:
Advance pre-payment of 18 flight hours (because you earn 2 hours for free).

43 200,-EUR

All other expenses (landing fees, handling fees, hotels and etc.) that will raise 
from each flight will be invoiced to you once a month so that you don’t have to 
worry about payments after each flight but only receive one invoice for your 
total expenses.

What will you get from this program?
Priority flight ordering – we will always find solution for your desired flight with 
one of our aircrafts. Direct contact to our sales team – you only call with your 
request and our sales will do all the rest.

Access to our empty-leg club for free – all our empty-legs and positioning 
flight are posted into our system and you will be able to choose from any  
of these empty-legs and save on your flights even more.

JETBEE
FREQUENT
FLYERS PROGRAM
BEECH - 20

This program is designed for clients that aren’t using 
aircrafts that often but wish to use them, for example, 
for vacation flights during summer or winter.
With this program you will receive a discount of 10% 
out of regular flight hour price, so in total you will gain 
2 flight hours for free.
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In order to qualify for this program, 
you will have to do the following: 
Advance pre-payment of 45 flight hours (because you earn 5 hours for free)

108.000,-EUR

JETBEE
FREQUENT FLYERS 
PROGRAM 
BEECH - 50  

This program is designed for clients that are using 
aircrafts for their business meeting as well as vacations 
throughout the year and wish to have a reliable partner 
for their travel that is always able to guarantee their 
safety and comfort. 
With this program you will receive a discount of 10% 
out of regular flight hour price, so in total you will gain  
5 flight hours for fre

All other expenses (landing fees, handling fees, hotels 
and etc.) that will raise from each flight will be invoiced 
to you once a month so that you don’t have to worry about 
payments after each flight but only receive one invoice for 
your total expenses. 

What will you get from this program?
Priority flight ordering – we will always find solution for 
your desired flight with one of our aircrafts. 
Direct contact to our sales team – you only call with your 
request and our sales will do all the rest. 
Access to our empty-leg club for free – all our empty-legs 
and positioning flight are posted into our system and you 
will be able to choose from any of these empty-legs and 
save on your flights even more.   

In order to qualify for this program, 
you will have to do the following: 

Advance pre-payment of 89 flight hours (because you earn 11 hours for free)

216.000,-EUR

JETBEE 
FREQUENT FLYERS 

PROGRAM
BEECH - 100  

With this program you will receive the maximum comfort 
as well as the maximum discount that our company 
is offering. This program is designed for partners that 
need to travel on daily basis and need the aircraft to 
always be ready for them. 
With this program you will receive a discount of 11% out 
of regular flight hour price, so in total you will gain 11 
flight hours for free. 

All other expenses (landing fees, handling fees, hotels 
and etc.) that will raise from each flight will be invoiced 
to you once a month so that you don’t have to worry about 
payments after each flight but only receive one invoice for 
your total expenses. 

What will you get from this program?
Priority flight ordering – we will always find solution for 
your desired flight with one of our aircrafts. 
Direct contact to our sales team – you only call with your 
request and our sales will do all the rest. 
Access to our empty-leg club for free – all our empty-legs 
and positioning flight are posted into our system and you 
will be able to choose from any of these empty-legs and 
save on your flights even more.   
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What do you mean by “other expenses”
and how does it work. 
At this stage we are unable to specify at what destinations 
will you be willing to fly and for how long will you like to 
stay at the destination. Unfortunately, every airport has 
different pricing policy, so we are unable to specify the 
cost of each landing.  
For this reason, we have decided that we will be billing you 
according to destination airport (handling and landing 
fees) and period that you will stay at your destination 
(parking of the aircraft, crew accommodation and per 
diem, de-ice) also if you have any special requests like 
non-standard catering, flight attendant etc. 
These invoices will be all added together and billed to 
you at the end of each month.

How long in advance do I have to order the aircraft in 
order to secure the flight for myself? 
There is an on and off-season period. 
The Off-season period is between 1st October till 30th 
March in this period it is more than enough to book the 
aircraft a week before your desired flight. 

The On-season period is between 1st April till 30th 
September in this period we suggest booking the flight 
2 weeks before your desired flight. 

How much do I pay if the aircraft has to position from 
different airport for my flight? 
You have two options either you decide that you will 
pay the ferry flight separately or you use it out of your 
prepaid program. If you decide to pay it separately than 
the price per positioning flight hour is 1870 EUR per 
positioning flight hour

If you deice to use it out of your prepaid program than 
the calculation will be, each one hour of positioning flight 
only counts as 50 minutes (rounded) from your prepaid 
hours. Which is basically 15% less than passenger flight.

What if the aircraft has technical issues / AOG? 
If a technical issue or AOG should occur we will try 
to substitute your booked aircraft with one of ours if 
possible, if we can’t provide our aircraft we will organize 
an aircraft for you and cover the cost for the flight as if 

FREQUENTLY
ASKED
QUESTIONS: 

the flight would be flown with our aircraft.  We do that 
normally even if the client is not a part of our program, 
so we are always able to get our clients to desired 
destination. 

What if I decide to cancel the program for whatever 
reason before I flown all prepaid hours?  

The cancellation policy is different for each  
of the frequent flyer program:

Frequent flyer 20: If client decides to cancel the 
program before all prepaid flight hours are flown, 
JetBee Czech will return 20% of the flight hours price 
that was not flown up to the date of the cancelation, 
minus the discount that was provided with the program 

Frequent flyer 50: If client decides to cancel the program 
before all prepaid flight hours are flown, JetBee Czech 
will return 50% of the flight hours price that was not 
flown up to the date of the cancelation, minus the 
discount that was provided with the program. 

Frequent flyer 100: If client decides to cancel the 
program before all prepaid flight hours are flown, 
JetBee Czech will return 100% of the flight hours price 
that was not flown up to the date of the cancelation, 
minus the discount that was provided with the program.

How long is the frequent flyer program valid? 
How much time do I have to fly 
all prepaid flight hours? 
Each of the program is valid for the period of 12 month 
from the date of contract signature. 
After this period, you can transfer 50% of your un-
flown flight hours from the previous year by purchasing 
a new frequent flyer package.

When do I pay for my chosen program? 
You will be asked to pay the program at the signature 
of the contract in full, according to your chosen frequent 
flyer package.    
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JAKUB MAREK
Chief Executive Officer and Accountable Manager

+420 605 991 191
jakub.marek@jet-bee.com

OTAKAR MIKYSKA
Flight Operations Manager

+421 918 737 737
oto.mikyska@jet-bee.com

ŠTĚPÁNKA JANDOVÁ
Chief Financial Officer

+420 725 589 007
stepanka.jandova@jet-bee.com 

PATRICIE SOUKUPOVÁ
Sales Manager

+420 735 128 788
patricie.soukupova@jet-bee.com

KRISTINA SOUČKOVÁ
Sales and Ground Operations Manager

+420 734 216 495
stepanka.jandova@jet-bee.com 

DANA FÍKOVÁ
Sales Manager

+420 734 447 342
dana.fikova@jet-bee.com 

SALES 
DEPARTMENT
+420 735 128 808
sales@jet-bee.com

OCC 
DEPARTMENT
+420 735 128 800
occ@jet-bee.com

24/7 contact 24/7 contact

MEET THE TEAM
A company is only
as a good as its people
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JETBEE CZECH s.r.o.
Barákova 237  /  251 01 Říčany  /  Czech Republic  /  www.jet-bee.com

For most people, SKY is the 
limit, for us at Jet Bee Czech, 
SKY is the starting point!
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